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land and America of the principle of liberty
and the faith in freedom held in common .
They are from sources ranging from the·
Bible and Shakespeare to Roosevelt and
Churchill.
SWEET THAMES RUN SOFTLY. By Rober t
Gibbings. With engravings by the author.
E. P. Dutton and Co.
$2.50
Robert Gibbings is artist and naturalist,
prose poet and humourist. He designed and
built a boat which was a combination hous eboat (strictly speaking, tent-boat) , scientific
laboratory and studio. He began at Thames
Head and pursued a leisurely course along
the banks oJ the upper reaches of the river.
F.or several months he made observations ,
wrote down his impressions and made the
fifty characteristic woodcuts which adorn
this really enchanting volume. It is entertaining and instructive enough to interest
those who do not know the Thames valley.
For others the n ames and pla ces will evoke
overtones which will add to the pleas ure of
reading it. Written under the shadow of war
and bombing it is in a way news from a worl d
which often seems far away and long ago.
but which, any reader of this book can see ,
is still there waiting to be noticed again .
ACTION STATIONS. By Bartimeus. With a
Preface by William McFee. Little, Brown
and Company.
$2.50
"Bartimeus" is the pseudonym of a Naval
Officer who served under Jellicoe during the
First World War and is now in the Ministry of Information. The characters in the
sketches of life in the Royal Navy in the
present war are fictional and what they say
and do imaginary, but the background and
details are authentic and t h e in cidents t yp ical. Readers will thus gain a keen er insight
into what the work of the Navy is like than
from many pu r ely fictional accounts.
FLIGHT TO VICTORY. By Ronald Walker.
A Penguin Special. Penguin Books. 25¢
Dedicated by the author, the Aviation Cor respondent of the "News Chronicle," to h is
brother, Pilot Officer Grahame Walker, reported missing September 19, 1940, Flight to
Victory gives an intimate story of the work
of the Royal Air Force in the first ·year of
the war.
Mr. Ronald Walker, who was born in
London and educated in Australia, has been
writing on aviation for the last 7 years ; on

the outbreak of war, he was sent to Franc e
as war correspondent and, after Dunkerque,
he reported on the air war over England. H e
writes in an easy journalistic style; in addition to being good reading, his Flight to
Victory is full of data on the R.A.F. and is a
useful book of reference.
In its 120 pages there is a chapter on the
evolution of the R.A.F. since the 1914-18 war
and a clear account of the planning and deYelopment of the planes which won the Battle
of England in September, 1940. There are
32 pages of illustrations in rotogravure.

THE NEW ORDER. By Arthur Szyk. Introduction by Roger W. Straus, Jr. T. P.
Putnam's Sons.
A current history
book.
$1.50
"Astonishing" is the only word to describe
the cartoons drawn by Mr. Szyk, a famous
Polish illustrator and illuminator now in the
United States. They are astonishing for thei r
combination of realism, deadly in its minuteness, with biting satire. As the publisher's
description says, "The brutality and barbarism of the whole new order becomes a physical sensation as one turns each page." The
magnificent colour of many of them adds
greatly to what Rollin Kirby has called their
"powerful Gothic quality''. The proceeds of
the volume go to the British American Ambulance Corps.
EUROPE IN CHAINS. By Paul Einzig. A
Penguin Specia1. Penguin Books, Inc. 25¢
This book deals with the economic exploitation of the victims of Nazi aggression. The
methods described would evidently lea d to
the slow st arvation of millions in Europe, if
allowed to continue. Confiscat ion disguised
as inflation-purchase with worthless German mon ey-may have deceived a few guileless persons at first, but it is now evident
to the inhabitants of the conquered countries
that Germany is responsible for their shortages, and that it is useless to hope that supplies from the outside world would escape
similar confiscation. Further than this, it is
rapidly becoming impossible for large numbers of people to earn a living both because
of the lack of raw ma ter ials and the articles
of commerce, and b ecause of the constant
drain on the economy of the occupied countries in the direction of Germany. It is a
situ ation with such possibilities for evil, that
further deterioration cannot fail to hasten
t he ultimate explosion which the Nazis are
preparing against · themselves.
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GERMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL WARF ARE.
Survey and Bibliography. Edited by Ladislas Farago. L. F. Gittler, Assistant Editor. Committee for National Morale. $3.50
One of the conspicuous features of the present war is the Nazi's use of psychology as a
diplomatic and military weapon. The tremendous striking power of the German strategy
has been largely due to overwhelming, but
synthetically created psychological motivations of the German army and the German
people; the resistance of other countries has
been undermined and weakened by the socalled "War of nerves."
"The Nazis use Defensive P sychology,"
say the authors of the survey, "to select the
best man for the right place, to bolster the
morale of the whole Germa n nation, to habituate German soldiers to the h a zards, dangers
and strains of t echnical warfare, to cushion
the shocks of combat a nd increas e the efficiency of military life, to regulate relations
b etween officers and men, and to sol ve all the
complex problems of human behavior raised
by war.
"Offensive P sychology ii:? used to break
down the morale of Ger m a ny's enemies b oth
on the military and the home fron ts , t o conquer public opinion in n eutr al lands, to pave
the invader's way into unprepared countries
by disintegrating the political, soci al, a n d
intellectual structure of nations singled out
for future attacks."
These methods did not or iginate with th e
Germa ns-they "borrowed fr eely from . pion eeri ng American, French a nd Ru ssia n psychologists"-but the importa nt thing is t hat
they have drawn up a detailed plan of psych ological strategy which has so far been a great
fact or in their successes. The fact rema ins
that it is synthetic, a nd if w ell understood
can be turned against the Germans with even
greater effectiveness. The motivations of the
German military and home fronts h a ve been
artificially created to supply a known lack.
It is significant that German military psychologists insist on "character", and that the
great difficulty they encountered was to com-
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bine m the individual soldier complete surrender to the aims set by his superior officers
and in the last analysis by the Fuehrer himself, with the ability to take the initiative
when left on his own in the open conditions
of modern warfare. This is something which
Englishmen and Americans, with their long
tradition of democratic co-operation, are born
with.
On the h.ome front, too, men and women
brought up in the English-speaking tradition,
once they have wholeheartedly embraced a
cause maintain a resiliency and de termination of spirit by reason of a morale that is.
natural, not synthetic.
Therefore, while we can of course learn
much in the matter of detail which can be
utilized by British and American army psychologists, this amazingly thor.ough survey of
German Psychological Warfare is principally
valuable for the light it sheds on the weakness as well as the strength of the German
methods, and as a guide to increasingly effective attacks on German morale. This is an
artifici ally stimulated mushroom growth
which in the long run can be no match for
th e natural growth of centuries of calling
one's soul on e's own, and can be destroyed by
the same methods which were used to build
it up.
P ATTERN OF ' CONQUEST. By Jos eph C.
Harsch. Doubleday, Doran and Co. $2.50
The substance of this book, by the r ecent
Berlin correspondent of the Christian Science
Monitor, can be conveyed best by a few key
sentences:
"Nazism is inherently a synthetic cult,
and the average Germa n belief in it p a rtakes
more of deliberate self delusion than of real
faith."
"The one real foundation of German
morale today, of the regime and of the popular support of the war effort is the expectation of victory ... if Hitler's Germany is ever
brought down it will be by a military shock,
followed by a proposal for a new Europe

which will make quick capitulation seem
more desirable to the German mind than a
protraction of a hopeless fight."
" ... I can say that I left Germany this
year after living with its people, after seeing
its army in operation, after talking with its
soldiers and with the men whose policies direct the movements of those soldiers from
Berlin, with a complete conviction not only
that it can be beaten but that it could collapse and the whole Nazi structure disintegrate with a speed and completeness which
would equal that of the French collapse in
1940."
German morale at present, even though
there is much private criticism of the government and even much bitter humour at the
expense of the Nazis, is good in the sense
that the Germans feel they have to win the
war "or else" (in the popular phrase). They
must be offered an easier alternative and
their confidence cracked. For this Mr. Harsch
thinks a large scale invasion of the continent
of Europe is not necessary; a series of jabs
and lightning thrusts first in one place and
then in another, if kept up without intermittence, would confuse them and wear them
out in the end.
Before reaching his conclusion, the author gives many interesting details, especially about Germany's ruthless economic exploitation of captured countries and life in
Germany itself.
THINKER VERSUS JUNKER. By Will Schaber. With an epilogue by Thomas Mann.
Translation from the German originals
by Evan B. Davis. Frederick Ungar. $2.50
It is Mr. Schaber's thesis that "German politics and German culture form a strange antithesis ... the thinker spoke and wrote; but
the Junker acted ... intellectually the Germans have at times been fre e. Politically they
have been subjugated, exploited, blackmailed
and abused." This is no new thing, but began
when Luther-unlike English and Czech reformers-confined himself to reforming the
Church. From that began the rise of the
Junker, and it is the Junkers who have ruled
since, through various forms of Government,
not excluding the Weimar Republic when
they were driven under cover.
On the other hand all great German writers have been liberals. "They all stood
against imperialism, against racial discrimination, against the barbarous religion of
'master nations and slave nations'."
In this volume Mr. Schaber has brought
together extracts to prove this assertion. He
may be said to make good this claim, but one

cannot help reflecting how the greatest apparent virtue of German thinkers has been
too often a rationalization of their greatest
weakness. Their idealism, their theoretical
detachment, their habit of viewing things
with Spinoza sub specie aeternitatis has gone
along with withdrawal and inaction. Instead
of showing the way to right application of
thought to practical life, they have stood
aside while those who held or desired power
seized on isolated aspects of their teachings.
a nd put them to perverted use. Even Goethe,
who was probably the greatest German because he was a man of action as well as
thought, was a shade too complacent towards
militaristic emperors-French, Austrian and
Russian.
The epilogue by Thomas Mann is a moving Christmas appeal to the Germans to "save
themselves":
"I live in the world from which, though
you belong to it, you are shut off; I know, and
I say to you: never will that world accept or
tolerate the 'new order', the sub-human terrorist Utopia for the sake of which your
leaders are driving you to starve and die.
Never will the great Christian peoples of the
world suffer it that peace, when it comesand it is longed for by you, too-shall be
celebrated upon the grave of freedom and
human dignity. In the next few years you
can, if you will, multiply tenfold the sum of
human agony which by your credulous submissiveness you have already brought about.
But in the fulness of time the measure will
be the measure of your own agony."
WAR IN THE DESERT. By Raoul Aglion.
Henry Holt & Co., Inc.
$2. 75
Mr. Aglion is an authority on Egypt and on
the problems of the Near East and the Moslem world. As expert adviser to the French
Delegation he took part in the Montreux
Conference in 1937 when the European powers recognized the independence of Egypt
and when they gave up all claim to supervise
Egypt's laws and policies. As army officer in
Syria in 1939-40 and as a member of the staff
of the French Legation in Cairo, he was in a
position to follow the reactions of French
officialdom and of the army of Syria under
the blight of the armistice in France. Further, as an old friend of Egyptian statesmen
with whom he had worked at the Montreux
Conference, he had a close insight into
Egypt's problems.
The earlier chapters of War in the Desert
form a good background to the dramatic picture of Cairo during the months which followed Italy's declaration of war, when the
foreign colonies and particularly the French

colony were torn by dissension. Its spy stories
are among the best which have come out of
this war and every freedom-loving Frenchman has reason to feel pride in his countrymen who formed the first units of the Free
French army of the Near East.
There were very few British troops in
Egypt when the Italian Libyan armi es
crossed her frontier in the summer of 1940
but these few by dint of aggressive defence
were able to check the invaders and to hold
on till General Wavell had collected and organized a striking force.
Later chapters tell of the removal of the
invasion threat by Wavell's defeat of Graziani and of the naval actions at Taranto and
Cape Matapan which secured the command of
the Eastern Mediterranean Sea for Admiral
Cunningham and enabled his fleet to co-operate so successfully with Wavell's army.
The military situation and the actions on
land and sea which changed the precariou s
British position to one of comp arative security are admirably and clearly chronicled.
Egypt will continue to be a fo cal point .
and Mr. Aglion's historical sketch, which
gives readers such a clear account of past
events, will enable them to understand better
the changing war picture in th e Near an d
Middle East.
BEGIN HERE. A Statement of Faith. By
Dorothy L. Sayers. Harcourt Brace &
Co.
$2.00
This book is surely one which all with any
claim to intelligent thought might well read.
Miss Sayers' main theses have all been given
to us many times in recent years; that totalitarianism is the outcome of a mistaken philosophy which made us forget the true purpose and dignity of the human person, living
in a world in which he is dependent for full
development upon the small groups around
him, upon his national organization, and
upon all the other nations of the world; that
we must reconstruct our world, thoughtfully;
that the thinking must be done now, so that
when the time comes for us to put ideas into
practice, there will be well-conceived plans,
thought-tested from every angle, to present
to those in authority.
Dorothy Sayers does not waste words.
She does not lose herself in a maze of unplanned ideas and complex facts. There is
a logic in the book, and the style is terse and
powerful. From the first page to the last,
one is carried forward, step by step, to see
quite clearly the errors of the past in their
true setting, to understand the reason for
them, to realize what must be done to eliminate them in the future. We must Begin Here

-begin here and now to re-fashion our life.
This is the author's hope for England and for
all the other countries of the world. Think.
That is the message which Dorothy Sayers
would wish above all to convey to us. Think
logically, of course; survey the past, survey
the present, envisage what the future must
bring to us, if we are to remain Christians,
living an intelligent life on an earth abundant with nature's provisions, and with all the
millions of human persons with their diverse
gifts and aptitudes. Think about housing,
about working conditions, about the division
of our society into classes, about government
and authority, and national boundaries, and
all our other complex living conditions.
Known to us chiefly for her excellent detective stories, Dorothy Sayers shows herself
here to be a practical philosopher as well.
RUSSIA. By Bernard Pares. A Penguin
Special. Penguin Books, Inc.
25¢
Sir Bernard Pares, who has been the outstanding British authority on Russia for
many years, knows so much about it by study,
residence and personal contact with people
and officials both under the Czars and since
the Revolution, that his judgments are as
objective as humanly possible. This 250-page
summary of modern Russia, past and present,
is packed with valuable information. How
sound it is may be gathered from the fact
that, though written and published in 1940,
the final chapter on "Russia's War Policy"
leads to the inevitable conclusion that'Russia
has always been aware that her real enemy
was Germany, and that sooner or later the
showdown would take place. Since 1939,
though words and pacts have been directed
against Britain and her Allies, Russia's military action in Poland, in Finland, in Rumania, has been at the expense of Germany.
"The Soviet Government," wrote Sir Bernard Pares a year ago, "has kept its country
out of the major war, but it has always recognized that it may be brought into it, and then
the choice would have to be between defence
of common interests or a capitulation to the
'Anti-Communist' group, which would be even
more fatal to Russia than it has been to
France."
The choice has now been made, and any
careful reader of this book will understand
it more clearly.
FOREVER FREEDOM. Being an anthology
in Prose and Verse from England and
America. By Josiah C. Wedgwood and
Allan Nevins. Pelican Books. Published
by Penguin Books, Inc.
25¢
This inspiring little volume represents the
best expressions in the great writings of Eng-

